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About This Game

Journey to the remote Isle of Polu, where you will meet the curious and adorable little creatures known as Buddies!

Visit the Hatchery to choose your Buddy, and bring it to one of the Isle's lovely beaches to fill its belly with delicious fruit! The
more fruit your Buddy eats, the more points you will earn.

But remember: Buddies only have a limited amount of time to forage, and they don't like sour fruits. Eating a sour fruit will
cause your Buddy to lose time. Also, some fruits are too big to be eaten and will stun your Buddy if they land on its head. Be

sure to dodge these obstacles!

Use your points to unlock and purchase eggs to hatch new Buddies, and customize your Buddies with cool markings and colorful
wristbands.

What are you waiting for? Come play!

Gameplay:
Fruit will fall from the trees overhead and it is your job to help the buddies catch them.

You will control your favorite Lil' Buddy and run back and forth in an arcade style fashion trying to catch as much fruit as you
can.

You need to catch as much fruit as you can while avoiding dangerous obstacles like coconuts which will hurt your Lil' friends.
The more fruit you catch, the more points you earn; which you can use to purchase cool things from the shop or unlock new

levels on the island.
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Title: Lil' Blue Buddy
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
Emerald Interactive Games
Publisher:
Emerald Interactive Games
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.7 GHz

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7850 or Nvidia GeForce GTX 670

Storage: 20 MB available space

Sound Card: Onboard sound

Additional Notes: Most computers will be able to handle the graphics and gameplay just fine.
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Great puzzle game. Addictive puzzles and a beautiful game to be invested in! Looking forward to seeing it progress from here!.
Did you know?
There are three kinds of reviewers.
Those who play with keyboard and novice controls,
those who complain about HOTAS,
and those who can enjoy the game with a controller.. I've tried and tried to purchase this by buying and refunding and I thought
maybe this would work but I was completely wrong. This DLC doesn't work. DO NOT BUY IT.
. I put in 15 hours during a free weekend, was impressed enough to get the game and all dlc while it was still on sale. Found
myself doing the "just one more turn" thing until the wee hours of the morning.. This game is quite good, it's one of the best in
the series next to Arkham City, The story telling is good, The gameplay is fun.
The bat mobile is a controversial thing added to the game but I enjoyed the tank sections quite a lot, other bat mobile sections
not as much. I picked the game up after all\/most things have been patched so I didn't see any glaring issues.
not to mention holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I love the Scare Crow is this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
game, I love the voice actor they choose compared to Arkham Asylum. That \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing voice is oddly
pleasant to hear, is a great villain as much as I love the joker in the previous games, Scare Crow is a much better villain. This
was the best way to end the series. The only problem with the game is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 THE RIDDLER, it's so
tedious to 100 percent the game because you need to EVERYTHING just to capture him and get the true ending, may as well
look it up on YouTube tbh.... DLC is also great.. At $4.99 I wasn't expecting much. When I was able to play the game without it
crashing it was interesting, but it got boring pretty quickly. The mutineering without any reason or anyway to make the pirates
happy again was annoying. I would ask for my money back but steam shows 5 hours of game play which you can do while
buidling up but with no instructions to go on, leaves you kind of shooting from the hip sort of speak. You have a totorial but it
seems to be very short and doesn't give you much but simple introduction to how to do some basic building. The game doesn't
seem to open right away and it will play in full screen and periodiclly it would close. Again it's $5.00 so don't get high hopes if
you buy this game.
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I think this is pretty fun game, even though its old as hell. And it has few bugs, but nothing game wrecking ones.. QP Shooting -
Dangerous!! is 1 of fun shooting game
this game hard but don't hard equal toho project
example of hard level of this game
if thou play gunbird 1-2,dodonpachi,viper phase1,aero fighter 1-3,raiden 1-4,striker 1945,striker 1945-2,esp ra.de.,detana!!
twinbee,twin cobra 1-2,espgaluda 1-2,muchi muchi pork,ibara,giga wing 1-2,samurai
aces,guwange,mushihimesama,mushihimesama futari,ketsui kizuna jigoku tachi,ray force,ikaruga if ye perish thy can insert
coin until thee can clear game but in this game thy can't insert coin for continue thy must very pro in shooting game if ye yearn
clear this game
this game don't suit with amature player
if thou are amature player don't buy this game
7.99 us dollar is price of this game amature player should use your money with other game
merit of this game
1.this game have steam cloud
2.cute character
flaw of this game
1.this game don't suit with amature player
2.you can't insert coin for continue or creator of this game don't make continue system. Easily my favorite of the Hosted
Games, probably my second favorite of everything COG has on Steam only after Choice of Robots. This author writes great
characters and has an entertaining and easy to read writing style.
In particular I like the author's use of the COG engine's stats system, it's probably the best I've seen in any of the games using
the engine. Beginning choices are used to establish a personality, which after a certain point stops changing, and from that point
on consistency in your choices is rewarded instead. The other thing I really like about this is that the stat checks are used to
determine how some scenes play out. I really really like this method of using the stats as it rewards role-playing and adds flavor
and replayability. This is the same system that is used in the author's \u201cSamurai of Hyuga\u201d series, but I feel like it put
to much better use here.
\tAs a side note, I thought the magic system was a really cool touch. After your \u201cpersonality\u201d is established, you are
assigned a type of magic that fits that personality and that is what is used through the rest of the story. This also means that
several scenes are significantly different and adds to replayability.
Overall I VERY strongly recommend this one, it's the closest I've seen to a perfect COG style game.

Though it is near perfection and I absolutely recommend this game, I do have a few small suggestions for the author.
1) Please hire a professional editor. The weird autocorrected typos and malapropisms do not ruin the game by any means, but they
can still be very distracting.
2) The ending could have been forshadowed more. Again, very small complaint and doesn't ruin anything, but it is something that I
personally thought could be improved.
3) It would be nice to have more information about what a choice entails. In particular, I may not always understand or agree on
the interpretation of a given choice, so added detail, and in particular making the consequences of a choice clear before the choice
is made, would help a lot.
. This was a very fun game. 9\/10, would buy again! :D. lot of fun with a challange. Feels like a playable ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥.
DLC WHEN?. a fantastic experience. music was beautiful and well done, scenery was just draw dropping. as a older generation
gamer im so glad to see what we are capable of. i never thought i would see the day we actually had vr. excellent experience devs.
hope to see more from you very soon. i have not gone through the entire experience yet because i didnt want it to end lol. Nope. Not
worth your $15.00. Poor platforming, poor conveyance and arbitrary kill mechanics make STANDBY a game you should leave on
standby.. Excellent with leap motion Praise Jesus!
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